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AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION SYST£M
Comfort air conditioning has been defined as the maintenance of five basic aspects that
surrounds us when we are inside buildings. These are temperature, relative humidity,
and cleanliness of air odor motion. A total comfort air conditioning system will control.
at the same time, all five of these aspects. Obviously most of the systems do the partial
job of the air conditioning the air. Cooling and heating are the minimum fimctions
expected from any air conditioing system.
The refrigeration system will always include the four basic components: evaporator.
compressor, condenser, and liquid metering device. As long as compressor is activated,
the refrigerant will absorb and reject heat by flowing form one component to another lo
the refrigerant piping.
Each area that has its capacity controlled by a thermostat is called Control zone. The
zone may be made up of single room, several rooms, a wing of a building, and entire
floor of a building, or an entire building. As cost of energy has grown, however, so also
the use of multiple zones of control. The use of electronic control has increased the
popularity of multiple control zones even on small capacity jobs, specially since the cost
electronics is reducing everyday.
There are 4 basic types of AC. I) All air, 2) Ail water, 3) Air I water ,4) Direct
refrigerant. The name of each of these types tells us what kind of fluid .is circulated to
the zone or zones in the building. In all air system, cooled/dehumidified air i.s suppiying
to the zone through supply air insulated ducts. The air is distributed to the space with
the help of Air terminal or diffuser and location of these has to be proper to insure
correct distribution. Drafts , dead air spots and dumping of cold air directly on the
occupants are symptoms of poor diffuser selection and layout. No amount of service
work will fix the poor design.
It is most important to pay proper attention to return air. Equal amount of air which has
been pumped in a system must be taken out. If this aspect which is usually is not paid
its due attention is neglected, there the AC will suffer.
Dirt, pollens and other impurities are removed from the air by installing filters at the
intake of the coil. The filters are available in a variety of types depending upon the end
use application.
The filters, coil, and supply air fan usually are combined are called air handling unit
(AHU). In smaller sizes it is called fan coil unit. Order is controlled by diluting the
recycled air with outdoor fresh air through adjustable dampers.
The coil in the air tube are fan coiled unit can be either direct refrigerant or chilled
water coil. Four components can be grouped as condenser unit and fan coiling unit or
any other combination to suit specific requirement. Similarly the heat , rejection
equipment can be air, water cooled or evaporative types to suit indiv_idual needs.

After the use of these refrigerants has been disallowed iL has shaken up the AC & R
industry. Many assumptio11 and practices of the last lifty years has been challenged and
are heing replaced by entirely new approaches.
· The core effect is to move :iway from environmentally damaging refrigerant and use
technology that uses safer, greener natural refrigerants.
The rush to find the best alternatives, both as interim solutions &long term alternatives,
has produced innumerable combinations &the process which were discarded earlier arc
being looked at \vith renewed interest.
The new refri!.!erants iritroduccd like HFC134a as Ion!.!� as long-term .alternative is also
under threat due to its global warming impact and the Kyoto Protocol ask for limiting
use of green house warming gases, like HFC I �4a.
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The data analyzed so far indicates that due to global warming,
I.The sea level has risen by nearly 0.5meters between i 860to2000
2.The burning of fossil fuels have led to ?billions tons of increase in carbon emissions
3.The temperature has risen by approx .. 0.7deg.C
4.And as a result, the ice glaciers are melting at a faster rate depleting ice cover
alarmingly.
When new technology like TEW! (Total Fqui\·alcnt \\'arming Impact) is being used as
yard stick to evaluate new refrigerants.
The quest goes on and it is difficult to predict with certainty, which refrigerant would
remain &which would get discarded
Some of the applications using new technologies arc given here under to illustrate the
efforts being pursued in this direction.
ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
KYOTO PROTOCOL (1997)-AIMS
NO REGRETS SOLUTIONS
HFC PHASING OUTMcDonald Denmark
NESTEL-WORLD WIDE
OLYMPIC GAMES -2000-COCO-COLNMcDonald
USE OF AMMONIA OSLO AJRPORT-1998
NC TELEPHONEXCHANGE -COPENHAGEN
SUPER MARKET -USA
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